Youth as Architects and Advocates on Sustainability in India

Pravah, Human Circle, AIESEC India, Swechha, Sustainable Style Speak (SUSS)

Date: 22 November 2019
Time: 1630 to 1800 hrs
Venue: Eros Hotel, New Delhi

Session Objectives
- Explore and identify methods/approaches for enabling the youth as architects/advocates of sustainability
- Create an ‘agenda’ for the youth to drive actions on sustainable consumption and production and climate action - by engaging with businesses, government agencies and civil society
- Explore the possibility for an Alliance or Platform on Youth for Sustainability in India

Time | Agenda Items
--- | ---
1630-1635 | Welcome and Introduction
By one of the Partner/Hosting Organisation by CRB
1635-1705 | Panel Discussion
Exploring Methods to Engage Indian Youth as Architects and Advocates on Sustainability
1705-1800 | Group Work
Participants will be divided into 4 groups (8-10 individuals per group) namely (i) Youth as Academia, (ii) Youth as Entrepreneur, (iii) Youth in Media and (iv) Youth in Community. Each of the group will be moderated/ facilitated by one of the Partner/Hosting organisations. Each group will look at 4 issues (Sustainable Lifestyle, Climate Change, Responsible Business Behaviour and Career in Sustainability) and discuss / suggest action points at an individual, organization and society level